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Kean Flies Flags For Vietnam Veterans
By Brenda Foy
Two POW/MIA flags were
donated to the college last Friday
during a Veteran's Day ceremony
in front of the Administration Building.
Daniel Wood, State Chairmen ·
of the Forget-Me- Not Association
and a Political Science major at
the college, and Dr. Michael Helliwell of the Economics and Management Science Departm~nt,
representing the Vietnam Veterans of America Local #151 in
Bayonne, presented the flags before a crowd of administrators,
students, and staff. One of the flags
will fly in front of the Administration Building and the other on the
East Campus flag pole until all
missing personnel are returned to
the United States.
President Elsa Gomez accepted
both flags on behalf of the college.
Both are known as "Black Flags,"
but are a symbol of hope, not grief.
Although it is a New Jersey state
law that every municipality fly a
POW/MIA flag in front of its town
hall, state colleges are not required
to do so. Kean is the first and only
college now to have POW/MIA
flags flying on its campus.
James Jandrowitz, assistant to

First College to Show POW/MIA Banners

the Dean of Humanities and also a
'l.\4;11U>la.!l'(l,-~"

n

ceremony, noting, "No one wants
peace more than someone who's
been to war." He also mentioned
that all veterans have hope for
world peace and for the return of
the missing soldiers. Jandrowitz
also introduced Suzanne Gaffey, a
Kean student, who read a poem
she wrote about the war ·entitled
"In the Midst of My Tears."
Wood presented another flag

Daniel Wood (left), Dr. Michael Helliwell (center), and President Elsa Gomez (right) display one of the two POW/MIA flags that will fly on
campus until all missing soldiers are returned to the U.S.
Pholocourte,yo(Pub/icln/onnation

to Lhe college commemorating
soldiers missing in action, but it
disappeared over the summer.
He lliwell was very appreciative of
Kean's gesture in accepting the

Squires New Ambulance Involved
in Two-Car Crash
By Dave Rosato
Two members of Kean's ambulance squad and a Kean student
were injured October 24th in a
two-car crash at the intersection of
Morris Avenue and Carlton Avenue.
According to Lt.Jim Ryan of the
squad, the ambulance was en route
to a training session when the
accident occured. The other car,
driven by a Kean College student,
and the ambulance were both in
the middle of the intersection when
Ryan arrived. No specific details
can be released due to insurance
matters pertaining to both part1~s
involved.

Ryan said the ambulance, which
was just purchased this past May
with the help of Student Organization, the Vice President of Student
Services, and Council for Part-Time
Students, received extensive damage to the front driver's side, but
expects the vehicle to be running
again very soon.
''There's no need to worry; the
ambulance will be back in service
in about two weeks," said Squire's
President Danny Gold .
·None of the three involved in
the accident reported any major
injuries, although they all were
treated <1t,area hospitals and released.

new flag; 'We appreciate the support of Kean College and President
Gomez's tribute to veterans that
our college hangs the flag." No
one isquitesurewhathappened to

the original flag, but in commemoration of Veteran's Day the two
groups offered two new flags.
Reverend Al Brown of the Financial Aid Department offered a

prayer of rememberance for the
prisoners of war at the ceremony.
Senior Jeff Schwei kardt played
"Taps"astheoneflagwasraised in
front of Townsend Hall.

National Fraternity Presents
Academic Awards
By Rhonda Ruch
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
recently presented educational

awards to area students who have
displayed academ ic excellance in
the E.E.O. division of their respected
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Mark Barfield of Upsala College and Andre Southerland of Seton
Hall University each received a
$150 book stipend for maintaining
a G.P.A. of 3.0 or better during
their college career. Each student
was chosen by their college's E.E.O.
director.
Mr. Carlisle Parker, Regional
Director of Alpha Phi Alpha was
the key note speaker for the evening.
Charles Gray, a professor at the
Nyerere Institute in New Brunswick, was awarded $500 for the
college's programming. The Nyerere Institute is the only college of
its kind in the United States whose
curriculum is based on AfricanAl'!lerican learning.
The fraternity also presented to
the Kean Library a book which
gives the history of the fraternity
from its beginning in 1906.
Alpha Phi Alpha started as a
study group and became an organized fraternity on December 4,
1906. One of the fraternity's main
principles is to abide by is academ ic excellence.
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Campus
Calendar.
.

The Freshman Center

What's Going On.
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Friday Nov. 17, 1989
7 pm- 2 am
8pm
6 pm -10 pm

Chinese Moon Festival
Kean Theatre Series
Sea Calm Ministries

CC Cafe
Wilkins Theatre
Dining Room 3

Saturday, November 18, 1898
8:00 pm.
8:00 am. - 1:00 pm

Joseph and Dreamcoat
CLEP

6:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

I.F.M.

Wilkins Theatre
Dining Rms 1, 2,
3
Alumni Lounge
Dining Rms 2, 3,
Alumni Lounge

Sunday, November 19, 1989
3:00
4:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

pm
pm pm pm pm -

10:00 pm
10:00 pm
11 :00 pm
9:00 pm

Joseph and Dreamcoat
I.F.M.
Lambda Theta Alpha
Zeta Phi Beta
Mass

Wilkins Theatre
Dining Rms 2, 3
Alumn i Lounge
Meeting Room A
Meeting Room B

Monday, November 20, 1989
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
8:00 pm

Sigma Beta Chi
Music Recital

Browsing Room
Wilkins Theatre

Tuesday, November 21, 1989
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

Sigma Theta Chi

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
1:15
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1 :40
1 :40

Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Beta Tau
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Student Teaching
J, S.U.
Assoc of India~ Stud.
LS.A
G.C.C.
IVCF
PROUD/S.C.S.C.
DECA
S.A.M.
A.C.M.
Day Care Center

pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm pm -

11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
4:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm

1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1 :40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40
1:40
1:40
1:40
1 :40
1 :40

pm pm pm pm pm pm -

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Pre-Law Club
EEO Tutorial
EEO
Chinese Cultural Club
Zionist Assoc.
· Memorabilia
EEO
EEO

Browsing Room
Dining Room 2
Dining Room 3
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Meeting Room B
J-100
J-136
J-135
J-203
J-138
J-142
J-140
J-134
W-411
T-212
Campus Sch S
Room 108
J-133

Hutch-301, 303,
304,307,308
J-204A
J-139
J-131
J-335
J-337
W-401

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

-

11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
11 :00 pm
4:20 pm

3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05
3:05
3:05
3:05
3:05

pm pm pm pm pm -

4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

I.S.A. Thanksgiving Dinner Dining Rm 3
Alpha Theta Pi
Alumni Lounge
Nu Delta Pi
Meeting Room A
Rho Sigma Chi
Meeting Room B
EEO
J-135, 136, 137,
138
J-301, 303, 304,
EEO Tutorial
307,308
J-204A
EEO
J-139
C.E.C.
J-142
I.V.C.F.
J-140
PROU D/S.C.S.C
J-133
General Educ.

Thursday, November 23, 1989

THANKSGIVING RECESS

"WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN ... ?"
Thursday, November 30, 1989
Downs Hall 9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
A special college-wide career
awareness event, "WHAT CAN I
DO WITH A MAJOR IN ... ?" will
be presented on thursday, November 30, 1989 in Downs Hall, from
9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
This special event is designed
to help students learn about matching majors and careers. Faculty,
alumni , and ·other professionals
from the work world will provide
information about majors-at Kean
College and career paths that can
be followed with these majors.
"WHAT CAN I DO WITH A
MAJOR IN ... ?" will be helpful for
freshmen and sophomores who are
still undecided about their majors
as well as all undergraduates--freshmen through seniors-who want
more information about what they
can do with their majors after gradu-

"You Two Broke Up? Now What Do You Do?"
Aunt Susie glares at you, obviously assuming it's your fault a
relationship that lasted all through
high school just came to an end.
Your throat aches with tears and
you swallow them along with the
urge to tell Aunt Susie to mind her
own business.
"You must have done SOMETHING," she insists, pushing her
way into private conversation you
were having with your mother.
''That was such a good relationship. What did you do to blow it?"
You excuse yourself politely and
run for your room. You don't need
Aunt Susie's brassy assumptions
and fault finding right now. The
trouble is, you really don't know
why this happened.
Maybe, you think it IS your
fault. Maybe you shouldn't have
insisted on staying home to study
instead ci partying that night Maybe
you didn't think of the other person's needs. Maybe this person
you always thought was son wonderfu I really isn't. Maybe there's
someone else in the picture... maybe
you were just too dumb to realize
it.
Or your scenario might be different. Perhaps you haven't broken up, but things just aren't the
way they used to be. Once you
understood each other, had fun
together, loved each other. And
now you always fight. Or perhaps,

you still get along, but you don't
see each other very often, and
you're wondering if you should
see other people while you're at
college. There are parties to go to,
things to do, and Aunt Susie says
you're too young to pine away
over your "puppy love" ...
No matter how real and wonderful a relationship was in high
school, it can be a sand castle at
high tide when you get to college.
You are in an ocean of change,
and it swirls around everything
that used to be.
Part of the problem is that the
two of you have different environments and needs now. You're
experiencing new friends, new
classes, new activities. Your schedules, your needs, your expectations and your goals are different.
They may even be in conflict Where
you thought yo~ respected each
other before, there may be reasonable demands and unfair resentment. One person may feel the
other is neglectful and indifferent.
These problems explode when
we can't communicate about them.
Dr. Lois Richardson, Director of
the Counseling Center, says that
we often expect to have all our
needs met in a relationship, yet we
don't tell the other person what we
want. Then when our expectations
aren't met, we're disappointed and
angry.

Another cause of unhappiness
is that we get into onesided situations, "It's a parasitic relationship," says Dr. Richardson. "One
person expecte the other to be the
host plant and provide all the
nourishment--but when does the
host plant get fed?"
Even when people are honest
about their expectations and they
are equally concerned about each
other, they may find it difficult to
maintain their relationship through
college. Trying to maintain the
bond can create new problems for
a couple separated by college. "It
ties their hearts up" says Dr.
Richardson, "and they can't really
give commitment to full college
involvement and the richness of
the experience."
It is possible to maintain your
relationship and still have full
college experience, but it requires
that you be able to separate and
still be committed to each other.
Look for ways to create mutual
understanding and mutual needs
for fulfillment. Help each other
understand and support your separate needs and separ<!te situations.
Work on creating dialogue between
the two of you, talk out problems,
and don't hesitate to seek guidance. Sometimes a counselor can
help.
And don't worry about Aunt
Susie. She doesn't know everything.

Co-op Jobs= Academic Credit, Salary, Work:Experience
Job #2-002, Intern, Salary: None, Communication Majors
Job #2001, Lab Technicians, Salary: Open, Chemistry Majors
Job #2000, Jr. ·Accountant, Salary: Open, Accounting Majors
Job #1098, Financial Reporting Intern, Salary: $9.00, Accounting/Finance Majors
Job #1072, Contract Specialist, Salary: $5.00-$7.00, Marketing Majors
Job #1063, Teacher, Salary: Varies, Elementary Early Childhood Majors
Job #2050, Asst. Program Coordinator, Salary: $6.00-$7 .00, Recreation Majors
Job #2036, Recreation Leaders/Supervisors, Salary: Varies, Recreation Majors
Job #2018, Co-op Jobs, Salary: $7.00-$8.50, Psychology/Sociology/Special Ed. Majors

Wednesday, November 22, 1989
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
3:05
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ation .
There wi II be no speeches or
structured events. For each major,
there will be assigned tables, and
stud~nts can circulate freely and
talk with the resource people on a
one-to-one basis or in small groups.
Students can come at any time
between 9:30 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m.-resource people from all majors
will be available.
All students are invited to attend thi s event spon sored by the
following Kean College departments: Career Services Center,
Advisement Center, Adult Advisory Services, Cooperative Education, Exceptional Educational
Oppor.tunities, and the Freshman
Center. For further information,
call the Career Services Center at
527-2040.

Job #2014, Co-op Jobs, Salary: Various, Recreation/Education ~ajors
KEAN COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
ROOM T-209

.PHONE 527-2357

"Let's Talk".
Our Office Hours are: 9:00 - 4:30 PM Monday-Friday
Interviews: All Day - Monday-Friday
No Appointment Necessary.
NOTE: JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY

Earn University Credit On Trips Abroad
Twenty-one travel programs for
1990 venture to most continents of
the world and rifer university degree
credit for participation in a series
of study vacations from San Jose
State University, open to any adult
who wishes to participate. You do
not have to already attend SJSU to
be included.
Language study in France and
Mexico are offered, as is a theatre
program in Lond~n which includes
viewing plays and going behind
the scenes to talk with those in
London who produce and present
live drama.
Culture is the emphasis of many
programs, including tours of Italy,
Brazil, the Soviet Union, and Southeast Asia.
Close-up study of wildlife and
birdlife is included with tours to
the Galapagos Islands and Ecua.dor, and Kenya.
Summer session in London, with
no need for a second language

skill, is also included.
For a free catalog including all
itineraries and registration information, call (408) 924-2680 or

write: International Travel Programs, Office of Continuing Education, San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA 95192-0135 .

UNDECIDED?
Join the Society for The Advancement
of Management (S.A.M.)

We'll introduce you to the major
of Management Science for much
less than the cost of three credits-If interested contact Prof. Parker - W405J
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Letters
the Indy's Lack of Coverage:
An Editorial Reply
Rebuttal on
Responsibility

Sometimes, life gets comp lex. As details
get more minute, people spend more time
scrutinizing the small parts. And sometimes,
people get so involved with the problem,
they forget about the solution.
A\\\ am saying is this, instead of spending
a large amount of time looking for the cause
of a problem, trying to find who is to blame,
step back for a moment. Observe the problem itself. And start on the solution. It's that
simple.

Dear Editor,
I apologize for using the word
racist at the Independent meeting,
because from your reply you didn't
understand it and you don't know
how to deal with it. That is all that
I apologize for because the words
I should have used are lack of
communication and neglect. Lack
of communication because if there
is no communication then no one
knows what's going on, therefore
everyone looks bad (Independent). The Independent has to work
together instead of working apart.
I know that no one is perfect but
the excuses given at the Independent were lacking in creativity and
sincerity. I used neglect because
the purpose of the school newspaper is to cover all functions, and
for the mere fact that there is a
Cultural Editor the events should
have been covered. The B.S.U . as
you know is the largest Organization on Campus and sponsors many
activities. Therefore there is simply no val id excuse to be given and
it will not be tolerated. As a result
we have come up with our own
committee. This w ill secure coverage for all cultural activities in
every issue. Someth ing will be
turned in every Friday at 12:00.
As you may have heard, or
maybe not by the lack of communication of your staff, al I of the
Ethnic groups have united together
to form a singular group titled the
"QUAD ALLIANCE". This group's
primary function is to corri:>at racism
and prejudicy of any form of fashion on Campus! We will continue
to speak out when we are offended
because we will not be oppressed II II
Instead of making excuses and
asking for apologies, let's work
together and deal with the problems.
"Without a Struggle there is no
progress" (Frederick Douglas)
Thank You,
Sheila Trapp
(B.S.U. member at large)
B.S.U. Executive Board
B.S.U. members and
Quad Alliance

President
Elsa Gomez
cordially invites the
College Community
to the
Holiday Open House
Wednesday
December 6th
in the
College Center
Grill Room
From 3 pm to 6 pm

Dear Editor,
First I'd like to start by saying
that you are correct when you say
that "lack of coverage doesn't
necessarily mean bias". But why
was there lack of coverage on such
an event as Homecoming? I notice
that there was a story pertaining to
the floats, and the tailgate parties.
So why was it not extended to also
include the pep-rally, parties, and
performer · that the Black Student
Union and the Pan-Hellenic Counci I sponsored?
I have a question that you may
be able to help me with . Since you
say that if we wanted a story printed
we should have written one, does
that pertain to every organization
or to every event? I would totally
empathized with you if this was an
everyday occurence, but Homecoming only comes around once a
year. I really don't want to drag
this out any longer, but I can't
simply apologize for something
that I strongly believe in. I don't
recall making any rash statements,

but I do remember asking some
probing questions (that really never
got answered).
I do agree with you when you
say that we need to work together,
so that all students of Kean College, can enjoy the Independent,
and read about their various cultures and their events. Kean College has prided itself on being a
multi-cultural school. Culture is
defined as "Sum total of ways of
living built up by a group of human beings and being transmitted
from generation to another. Multi
means more than one, not singular, but plural. Not just Asians,
Latinos, Irish, Indians, or Africans,
but all of us as a whole.
Therefore the Independent needs
to recognize their duty as a form of
communication on campus, and
report the news that applies to
everyone, not just the majority.
Thank you once again
for hearing our side,
Shanay Robinson

Tuition Increase Plan
Dear Editor,
I have an unpopular view that
tuition hikes are O.K., but I disagree totally with the way the
schools are going about raising the
tuition by 10% and not giving the
students a fair say in the matter.
Also this is a state institution intended to help the people by partially helping the students to re-

ceive an education .
What I propose is to raise both
the tuition and the state funding of
schools according to the percentage that the annual average income rises. I believe this proposal
would satisfy the students and the
state by having both sides take on
part of the burden of higher costs.
Matthew Tupy

Writers must sign letters and provide a full name and a daytime
phone number. N ames cannot be withheld unless the writer demon!;trates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to
edit for length. Letters should be timely and of general interest. Only
original letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The
opinions expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the editors.
·

The Awa rd-Winning

,!!]J!1pen<t~!!t..
Chip Powell

Christopher Burns

News Editor .................................................. Rhonda Ruch
Feature Editor .......................... .. .. :.............. Rob O'Connor
Sports Editor ................................................. . Joseph Buda
Opinion Editor............................................ Eric Greenberg
Culture Editor ............................................ Danny Rodgers
Arts and Graphics Editor.............................. Tom Ronde/lo
Photography Editor ........................................ Angie Liuzza
Copy Editor ........................................... Lourdes Canizares
Business Manager............................................. Erin Reilly
Advertising Manager ............................. ........... Ken Alfone
Secretary ........................ ............................ Leslie Lazaroff'
Assistant Feature Editor .............................. Daniel Lanza
Assistant Arts and Graphics Editors............. Todd Brugmans

John T. Russell Ill
Assistant Photography Editors ......................... Mark Vetrini

Margaret Zavis
Assistant Business Manager ..•....•••••••••••••••••••• Erika Matthies
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Sale!> Manager •••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• Christopher Furlong
Assistant Secretary............................................... Tim Paar
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Halter, Christine Krug, Susan Signore/la, Jan Thomas
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Publi shed every Thursday of the academic year. Dead line for
materi al is 12:00 the Friday prior to publi cati on. All submissions
must be typed and double-spaced fo r publication . All submi ssions
become the property of this publication and may not be rep rinted
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Mailing add ress: Independent, Kean College of N.J., Morris
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The Independent is distributed free of charge at va ri ous locations
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

ByMannyCantor

Election Results Merit Study At Kean
A key element in the mission of
Kean College is to help prepare
African-American, Hispanics and
other minority students for advancement and for leadership in our
pluralistic society. A most important guage of what progress is being
made nationally in this effort is the
degree of minority participation in
the electoral process in· order to
achieve a proper proportion of
political representation and power.
The results of the Nov. 7, 1989
elections deserve close examination and analysis. They highlight
the plusses and minuses in a struggle
so crucial to our national social
health. No doubt there will be
some study and discussion in a
few classes in several departments.
But the lessons and the implications of this election merit the attention and the reflection of everybody on this campus - faculty,
students and staff.
To my mind, the most remarkable achievement is th e election
of L. Douglas Wilder as the first
bl ack Governor to be chosen by
electoral process. Imagine! In the
very South where his grandparents
w ere slaves! In a state where the
black population is only 15% black!
What a hopeful sign for the future.
W ilder is quoted as saying that
race was "irrelevant" in th e Virgi nia gubernatorial contest.
I doubt he really believes that
in the face of the fact that an
unknown white candidate, on the
same Democratic ticket, pol led
40,000 more votes than he did.

Obviously there are plenty of white
voters in Virginia who are not yet
ready for a black.
In New York City the black
population is 25% of the total. To
elect David N. Dinkins as the first
black Mayor, a considerable segment of white voters had to cast a
ballot for him. According to the
exit poll taken by the N.Y. Times
and Channel 2 News, 34% of the
votes for _Dinkins were cast by
whites. That is a significant and
encouraging advance over the past.
But an examination of the vote by
residential areas provides the proof
that race was a most potent factor
in determining for whom many
voters cast their ballot. The sharp
tensions and animosities that divide New Yorkers were so evident
in the behavior of the crowds in
both camps in response to their
champion's cal I for reconciliation .
To bring New York "together" is an
enormous task.
Seattle has a black population
of 10 percent. Norman B. Rice was
elected the first black mayor, 58
percent to 42 percent, over a white
opponent who made the main issue the end of busing for school
integration. Black mayors were
elected for the first time in New
1-'taven, Conn. and in Durham, N.C.
A very important feature of last
week's elections was the heightened role of women in determining the final results and in shaping
and conducting the entire election
campaign. In an astonishing explosion of activity they completely

Campus Life--ByEricl. Greenberg·- --Since the cafeteria sells salami, and it also sells bologna, why can't
they make a salami and bologna sandwich upon request? Go Figure.
--Anyone for tennis? Oh, I'm sorry. there are not nets on the courts
near the Col lege Center.
--Support your school. Go see Joseph and The Amaz ing Techn icolor
D reamcoat. It' s at W i lkins Theatre through Sunday.

SPACE
SOLUTIONS
}l\

Create An Instant Bedroom

/1t::-·••;i<t•,

\b

·----------------------------- - .-Coupon with this ad only.

KYOTO FUTON

EASY BED

From stylish chair, to chaise, to
bed ...in an instant. Perfect fo r
dorms or apartm ents, easy to
use. Colorful covers and pillows
available.

s..a

TWIN SIZ E MA TRE SS ONLY

FRAME & FUTON PACKAG E

"98 ;~is:

"·B

TWIN
SALE ~11
Reg. ~.2~8

FULL
SALE ~1
Reg . $248

1

a..-- - - - •--:: ., ,_ ___ ____ __ _

SALE:~ #I

lR~jsw~~i~tt ~~:---~-- -,,

SO LI D PINE
WATERBED

ONLY

9148

Both include frame & standard
pedestal. Headboard & storage
drawers additional.

UNION
RT 22 E.. Center Is la nd
(Ne xt to the Wiz)

687-3300
WOODBRIDGE
RT 1 South
(Just past Capt. G 's)

549-7720

R

~

NIKKO FUTON
EASY BED
Converts easily to a comfortable
twin size bed . Full size available .

ONLY

9168 F=E

Frame & Futon Package $248

9 CONVENIENT SHOWROOMS

'Slllep·

St.®
Daalar

HOURS· MON.-FRI 10-9. SAT 10-6. SUN . 12-5

Th e Sleep & Storage Specialists

altered the landscape on the abortion issue. In New York, women
were elected to several positions
of power.
The campaigns were a disgrace,
in almost every case. The most
important issues were not discussed.
The emphasis was on innuendo
and character assassination . Mill ions of dollars were spent on television for a barrage of negative
spots. The sad fact is that the
media "experts" have convinced
the candidates, and both parties,
that this is the way to win an

election. The voters are disgusted,
many are disposed to give up altogether on the electoral process. If
there would come forward on the
national scene a charismatic, eloquent, courageous independent
leader who wou Id speak out boldly
on the real and vexing problems I
believe he or she could quickly
gather a considerable following.
Even if he or she had no possibility
of being elected at this time, it
would be such a valuable contribution to raise the level of politics
in this country.

One final note. I wish Marion
S. Berry, Jr., the present Mayor of
Washington, D.C., would get out
of the way so the Rev. Jesse Jackson
could be elected in his place. This
would enable this African-American leader to acquire the experience in government which he lacks.
The task of grappling with the many
severe problems in Washington
would serve to modify some of the
positions which many find excessive. His ideas and his voice, emanating from the nation's capital,
would be a useful contribution.

For What A Picture is Worth

•••
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Propane Leak Sparks Attention
At Vaughn-Eames
By Wa lter N ugent
A tank holding li quid petrol ium
(propane) on the south side of the
Vaughn-Eames building sprung a
leak last Tuesday morning, causing area fire men to respond.
The Union County Fire Department was notified by Campus Police
around 10:30 a.m. that morning,
soon after the tank had been refilled. According to the fire report,
the tank was leaking from the
pressure relief valve, wh ich assumes the tan k was just overfilled.

A fter securing the immediate area,
the propane company returned to
resolve the problem.
LP-gas containers are protected
against excessively high internal
pressure by its safety relief valve·.
When necessary, the valve opens
to let gas vapors escape until the
tank's pressure drops to its normal
range. Fortunately for the students
and faculty in the area during the
leak, the relief valve was working
properly and no one was smoking
in the area.

Holiday Food Service Hours

Wednesday, Nov.
22:
,
Cafeteria 7:30 am - 3 pm
Downs Hall 11 am - 2 pm
The Pub 3 ·pm - 8 pm

Member of various hispanic groups show enthusiasm for their successful retreat.
Photo courtesy of Proud Latinos

Hispanic Student Inspired by .
. Recent Retreat .

By Man uel N unez

Thurs, Nov. 23:
Closed

On O ctober 27-29, a group of
students and advisors attended the
An nual Hispanic Student Retreat
which too k place in Fairview Lake.
Participants included members from
Proud Latinos, The Spanish Cultural and Social Cl ub, Hispanic
Academ ic Society and Latin fraternities and sororities. Some of the
activ ities and workshop that made

Fri, Nov. 24:
Closed

the retreat a success w ere a brainstroming session, goals discussion,
campfire, challenge course, conflict resol ution and values ju dgments, a video presentation and
others. Students · showed a lot of
enthusiasm and their participation
and involvement were great. Some
of the cl ub's advisors that made
this possib le w ere Maria C. Perez,
Maritza Rodriguez, Nestor Collazo

uPL.~l
fl l'I IQU

1131 MAGIE AVENUE
~~-..:U NION • 352-5050

" AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD

Sat, Nov. 25:

and guest facilitator Roberto Del
Rio. The retreat was very instrumental in bringing together the
Hispanic goals and ideas. On the
last day everyone hugged one
another and we knew we were
going to be all friend s forever. We
look forward to next year's retreat
and hope we continue to encourage Hispanics in their achievement of academic aspirations.

...,

r-------------,
I
I

Closed

I

Sun, Nov. 26:
The Pub 3 pm - 8 pm

10%OFF
Entire check at lunch or
dinner with student or faculty I.D.
Not valid with any other offer or on
Fri. or Sat. dinner

I
I
I
I

I
IL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Exp. 12/3 1/ 89
I
_ _ _ _ ..J
Marguerita Hour Tues.-Fri.
4:30-6:00 Marguerita $2.00
Early Bi rd Special 25% off
any Entree 4:30-6 :00
Lunch Tues.-Fri. 11 :30-2 p.m. j
• DinnerTues.-Thurs. 4:30-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 4:30-11 pm
Complete Selections Of Mexican Beer & t- rozen Marguaritas

I

J

Than_k sgiving
HELP THE NEEDY

Attention Fraternities and Sororities!

Please bring a non-perishable food item
to the Freshman Center
November 7 - 20
or to the production of
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT _.,,

"

November 15-19
WIikins Theatre
Sponsored By : catholic Student Organization
Commuter Club
New Student Committee
Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority

As you may well know, many of the Greek organizations participated in creating plaques for display tn the Quiet Zone, Whiteman
Hall. Some of the Greek organizations are not represented. We
would like to invite your organization to participate in this activity.
The wooden plaque is an excellent opportunity for your organization to publicize and display your Fraternity-Sorority's logo,
design, or symbol. The wooden plaque is now available from the
Housing Office (see Bill McPherson). Each plaque is roughly 16 by
20 inch.es and will be hung vertically. These plaques will be hung
on a permanent basis. Be' as creative as possible.
ALL PLAQUES MUST BE IN BY WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

In last week 's edition of the INDEPENDENT, there
were a number of errors concerning the Yehuda Bauer
story.

--5.6 - 5.8 million Jews were killed in the Holocaust 300,000
non-Jews.
--29 mifiion non-Jews were killed as a result of the war itself.
--The name of the German historian was Martin Broszat.
--Professor James Jandrowitz was a panel member.
--Karl Stehle of the same panel is a West Milford High
School teacher.

29, 1989. This will allow adequate time for the plaques to be hung.
No exceptions.
·
On Wednesday, December 6, 1989 at 3:05 pm an unveiling
ceremony will take place in which all Greeks will be invited. Food,
refreshments, and the wooden plaques are all courtesy of the
Housing Office.
If you have any questions, please contact the Housing Office or
Student Activities.
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Retrospecting, Respecting Bowie
By Richard C. Walls
It's been just one big happy
coincidence that the advent of the
CD has occurred at the same time
that so many rock/pop careerists
are winding down. Not that Bowie
or Clapton or even Gregg Allman
r,nay not yet make that (one more)
essential record but it's possible,
at this point, to get a nearly conclusive overview of these guys. As
a result of this lucky confluence
we've had a string of these multiCD boxed sets; so many, in fact,
that the whole concept is starting
to seem ho hum. Still, there's no
denying, this Bowie box is a beauty.
To look at th at is. Underneath a
transparent cover, on which a purple
negative-image Bowie looms
iconographically, we can see three
handsomely encased CDs (each
running about an hour) plus a CDsized booklet, under which nestles
a bonus CDV (fou r short tracks and
one video--the oft-seen "Ashes To
Ashes). The booklet is generously
illustrated with pix of various Bowie
personas, rounded out by helpful
commentary by MTV superstar Kurt
Loder, and a full listin g of the
personnel, dates and places of
recording for all 46 non-COY cuts.
The set covers Bowie's output
from '69 through '80, though it
isn't intended as a greatest hits
package; Ryko plans to rerelease
Bowie's albums from this period
(from The Man Who Sold The World
through Scary Monsters) with what
has become the customary additions--out-takes, alternate takes,
single's 8-sides--and the purpose
of this box is to serve as an appe-

tite-whetter, to stimulate the interest of the casual Bowie fan and to
suggest the wealth of material he/
she might have overlooked. Although there are a few of the biggies here, many are avoided in
favor of 11 1ive" sides, the aforementioned B-sides and alt. takes, as
well as non-single album cuts.
Besides, there's been two Bowie
Greatest Hits releases already.
The retrospective kicks off with
a curio, a '69 demo version of
"Space Oddity" done as a duet
with John Hutchinson. Bowie, then
22, had been knocking about the
English pop/rock recording scene
since '64 and was to record two
albums for Mercury before The
Man Who Sold The World for RCA
in '70 . Aside from "Oddity," still a
compelling song, the early stuff
here shows Bowie broping for a
style and getting a lot of juvenile
out of his system, e.g., "WildEyed Boy From Freecloud" (B-side
of "Space Oddity") which attempts
to give mythic proportion to the
frustrations of a perhaps overly
sensitive young artist, and "The
Bewlay Brothers" (from '71 's Hunky
Dory) which shows him at his
most "poetically" precious. The
music at this stage--a prominent '
acoustic guitar mitigating tough
electric lines-and the voice, which
moved from lennonesque sincere
to (Anthony) Newleyesque camp,
marked Bowie as an original. Already his singing was excessively
mannered, but it was in just that
area of artifice, of willfully ripe
tonal cliches and purposefully arch
phrasing-a style which would be
more appropriate for a would-be
hip lounge singer than a rocker-that he would find and milk emotional meaning. Significantly,
Bowie's most popular song from
this phase was "Changes" (included
here). Originally intended as "a
parody of a nightclub singer" (Loder
quoting Bowie), its success could
have only encouraged the singer

moves

Exhuming the Legend, David Bowie
in his pursuit of ironic crooning.
Bowie's music and public identity was to change correspondingly, and his first specific charac-

ter was Ziggy Stardust, an androgynous punk prototype who served
as an apt visual corollary to the
increasingly aggressive music and
the sexually ambiguous vocals-here was a rude rocker as likely to
insinuate as growl, who seemed
one moment overtly (and theatrically) gay, the next an obvious
velvet-voiced hetro seducer.
Only one cut from '72 's official
Ziggy album is included ("Moonage Daydreams"), though there's
also Bowie flashing his rock credentials on Chuck Berry's "Round
And Round" (from the Ziggy sessions, but released in '73 as the Bside to "Drive-In Saturday"). Two
from the wonderful summary of
everything he had learned up to
that point about composing and
recording, Aladdin Sane--including one of his best apocalyptic
pieces, the driving and sexy "Panic
In Detroit," a kick on CD--proceed
two cuts from the final Ziggy concert. On these the hyped performance makes up somewhat for the
even-on-CD sludgy sound, though
here and elsewhere the compilation's decision to pla_c e the concert material chronologically creates a disjunctive narrative--inperson Bowie was often a few
developmental beats behind studio Bowie.
Disc two begins with three from
the holding-pattern Pin Ups, an
album of cover versions saluting
Bowie's early heroes and peers
which managed to capture the spirit
of the originals while giving them
that weird Ziggy gloss of almost
enervated abandon (though there
was nothing on the Pin Up set
wh ich quite matched his personalization of the Stone's "Let's Spend
The Night Together" on Aladdin
Sane--not inclded here). Bowie
continued to run-in-place with '74's
Diamond Dog, leftovers from an
abandoned project to make a stage
production outofGeorgeOrwell's
1984. The CD offers the album's

"Big Brother," an alternate version
of "Rebel Rebel," whose psychedelic busyness pretty much ob- 1
scures the punchy point of the
song; and a pastiche of 11 198411
combined with the previously
unreleased "Dodo." Then again into
the time warp as the David Live
album is represented by cuts originally on Aladdin Sane and Ziggy
Stardust: a nicely loose-limbed
version of "Watch That Man,• a
rock big band arrangement of
"Cracked Actor," and a rather pokey
run through "Suffragette City."
Bowi e.' s next mu sical costume
change was the most surprising
and radical of his career--suddenly,
w ith the appearance of Young
Americans, the singing trans-sexual from Altair-IV turned into a
white soul smoothy, a disco diva
and honorary brother; eve n more

HOLOCAUST
RESOURCE
CENTER

Photo courtesy RCA. Records

unexpected ly, by moving into
greater artifice (a Brit, after all,
makes a more convincing alien
than soul man) Bowie managed to
inject his music with new deposits
of feeling and meaning-to wit,
YOlllg Americans title cut, included
here. The passion of that cut was
fleeting, and on the next album,
'76's Station To Station, a heavy
chill came down to stay awhile.
Station's samples here are "TVC
1 S, 11 evidence that Bowie had been
listening to avant-disco Krauts like
Kraftwerk; the melodramatic 'Wild
Is The Wind," not really germane
to the new concept, but proof that
Bowie could still wax fake-romantic as well as Bryan Ferry anyday;
and an intriguing, previously unreleased rendition of Springsteen's
"It's Hard To Be A Saint In The
City," which (according to the
SPRING: 1990

booklet) the boss didn'td ig--possibly because Bowie's vocal manages to highlightthe gay subtext of
this urban wild boy romance.
Having made his radical change
and his slight adjustment, Bowie
spent the rest of the decade exploring the territory he had claimed on
a trio of albums--Low, Heroes,
and Lodger--on which Brian Eno
was an influential collaborator.
Selections from these, plus the '78
live Stage make up disc three. Low
and Heroes featured songs which
were often power pop jaunty beneath their layers of metal machine textures, as well as longer
pre-Ne..v Age exercises where Eno's
ambiant proclivities seem to
dominate. Bowie's lyrics, while
cryptic as always, were generally
less verbose than his earlier ones,
now and then a striking line
emerges, free-floating in the surreal context, Iike an especially
insightful fortune cookie message.
The only rare cut on this last disc is
"Heiden," a German language
version of "Heroes."
Viewed from this distance
Bowie's various identities--slightly
dazed and somewhat flakey troubadour, freakish hardrocker, suave
avant-soul maven--all seem like
different versions of the same thing;
hiding behind the subterfuge of
obscure lyrics and emotionally
remote music Bowie dares genuine feeling. Often what emerges is
vagu e but not unpleasant--general
moods of gratifying ominousness
or exultation--while occasionally
a stronger feeling will break through,

resulting in the kind of song that
seems to say more than it possibly
could: "Panic," "Rebel Rebel,"
"Young Americans."
·
In the 180 1s, when Bowie's music
and lyrics and even appearance
became more conventionally expressive, he became an altogether
much less interesting performer-it's hard to view Tin Machine's
concerned liberalism and honest
~raftmanship as anything but anticlimactic. Sound+ Vision, though
a far from perfect anthology (much
too much "live" material) affords a
pretty comprehensive overview of
a performer who, for at least a
decade, not only dared to be different, but managed to make the
effort seem worthwh ile.
NEW CO(,JRSE

APPROACHES TO THE HOLOCAUST
ID 3300
TUESDAY EVENINGS

3 CREDITS

5:00- 7:30PM

PROFESSOR BERNARD WEIN$TEIN
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

2nd Floor Library

Mon:
8:00 to 4:30

Tues:
8:00 to 6:00

Wed:
8:00 to 4:30

Thurs:
8:00 to 4:30

Fri:
9:00 to 12:00

L

WHAT WAS THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE HOLOCAUST.'
WHY WAS HITLER ABLE TO WAGE HIS WAR AGA I NST THE JEWS ?
WHAT HAPPENED TO V ICTIMS AND SURVIVORS'
HOW DI D RELIGIOUS . PROFESSIONAL. AND EDUCAT IONAL
I NSTITUTIONS RESPOND TO THE HOLOCAUST'
HOW WAS IT DEPICTED BY ARTISTS AND WRITERS"'
HOW HAS IT AFFECTED THE WORLD SI NCE 1945°
WHAT MAY WE LEARN FROM IP
ADVANCE REGISTSRATION THROUGH ENGLISH DEPARTMENT OCTOBER 27-NOVEMBER 8,
NOVEMBER 15-NOVEMBER 21 (NO ADVISEMENT ON NOVEMBER 7. ELECTION DAY )
FOR INFORM ATION: CONTACT PROFESSOR WEINSTEIN 527-2121 . 2092, OR 3049
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Subway Safari
Goes Underground
in 13 Cities
"Subways go right to the heart
and expose a kind of truth about
cities and their people," says
filmmaker and producer Sue
Francis, and she should know. In ·
search of the world's best subway
system, Francis visited 13 major
cities and their undergrounds in
1
Europe, Asia, and North America.
On her subterranean safari, she
discovered some surprising insights
into each city's daily life, history,
and future, learning in the process
that what is happening underneath
a city can often tell you a lot about
what goes on above ground.
Francis' tour of subways from
Beijing to Calcutta, from Berlin to
San Francisco--and her search for
the "perfect 1 0"--make for a unique
adventure in "Subway Safari," a
one-hour film premiering Monday,
November 20 at 8 p.m. (ETI• on
PBS as part of TRAVELS, the new
12-part series from WNET/New
York.
Combining journeys, people and
ideas, TRAVELS offers unique perspectives on fascinating places
around the globe. Guided by travelers who share their personal,
idiosyncratic experiences, viewers meet a variety of remarkable
people, learn about their lives and
cultures, and sample the flavors of
colorful locales. The series is hosted
by filmmaker, writer, and explorer
John Heminway, who is also executive producer.
Exclusive corporate underwriting for TRAVELS is provided by
Lexus, the luxury division of Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc. Major
funding is also provided by public
television stations.
Using Amsterdam as a point of

departure, Sue Francis travels to
Beijing, London, Hong Kong, Berlin, New York, Tokyo, Washington, D.C., Madrid, Toronto, Seoul,
San Francisco, and Calcutta to take
a trip on each city's subway and
get a sense of its relationship to
people's lives there. At each stop,
she talks about the underground
with a variety of people, including
both riders and non-riders, ranging from actor Victor Banerjee in
India to writer Jimmy Breslin in
New York.
To keep score, Francis rates
each system on a scale of 1 to 1 0
(10 being the best). In her search
for the "perfect 1 0," she uncovers
some unusual facts, figures, ideas,
and customs. Here are some highIights from her safari:
BEIJING: Shoving and shouldering seem to be the order of the
day in boarding the crowded subway trains in the Chinese capital;
there are even uniformed, official,
"pushers" who help squeeze everyone in. Francis talks with
American expatriate arid historian
Israel Epstein about the subway's
origins under Mao Tse-tung as a
set of tunnels that led to atomic
bomb shelters; visits Tiananmen
Square, the station through which
soldiers stormed during the July
1989 massacre; and is granted an
exclusive interview with Li Shusien,
the widow of the "Last Emperor,"
Pu Yi. Although clean and efficient, Beijing's subway loses points
for rudeness, and Francis rates it a
6 out of 10.
NEW YORK: It is stilf the most
feared system in the world--or is it
safe? Francis talks with David Gunn,
president of the NYC Transit Au-

5th Anniversary Madrigal Dinner
On Thursday evening, December 7th at 6:30 P.M. The Kean
College Choir under the direction
of Stephen Allcock, will present
its' Fifth Annual Madrigal Dinner,
"The Old Yuletide Feast", at Downs
Hal I on the Un ion campus of Kean
College of New Jersey. The festive
evening will include an elegant
candlelight dinner complete with
Wassail Bowl, presentation of the
Boar's Head and a flaming Christmas Pudding.
The forty voice choir will appear in costume and present traditional Christmas and Hannukuh
music in addition to its' featured
work, Bach's Motet #6 "Lobet den
Herrn" performed with strings and
harpsichord. The Kean College
Women's Chorus, underthedirec-

tion of Michael Montgomery, will
also perform during the evening.
This year marks the fifth anniversary of the Madrigal Dinner
which will be hosted by Jean Bayrock, known to many readers and
radio listeners as the English Epicure. A high light of the program
will be her reading selections from
"A Christmas Carol" by Charles
Dickens.
The evening will be rounded
out by traditional country dancing
accompan ied by a consort of early
instruments and carols played by a
brass ensemble.
Tickets are $18 and are available at the Performing Arts Box
Office at (201) 527-2337. The
deadline for reservations is November 22, 1989.

What About Me?!
By Daniel Lanza
It took me twenty-one years to
realize that my dad was human.'
Always the dominant figure in the
family. The absolute ruler. The
disciplinarian. The executioner. I
hated my father. Part of me still
hates him. I won't deny that. But
why? Where did these feelings come
from?
Ever since Iwas a child of seven
years we had our differences. Made
me cut my hair. Made me dress a
certain way. Made me be home at
a particular time. In a sense, was
molding me in his image. God.
In my late teenage years, strange
as it may seem, I began to think on
my own. I began to see his humaness, hence, his imperfections. No
longer would I allow him to tell
me what to do, or how to look, or
when to be home.

Subway, Underground, Metro, Tube, all synonymous for your journey with Sue Francis
Photo by Simon ljspee,t

thority, who is unafraid to let his
mother ride the subway anywhere
at anytime; Curtis Sliwa, head of
the citizens' vigilante group, the
Guardian Angels, who holds a
differing view; Roge r Swaybill, a
writer who deems the subway "an
accident waiting to happen"; and
Erika Freeman, a psychiatrist, who
explains why riding the subway
generates "fear of the known unknown." Francis can't seem to find
a consensus, but as writer Jimmy
Breslin puts it, ''There is no city
without the subway." Its graffiticovered cars a thing of the past,
New York rates an 8, "for trying
hard,• says Francis.
MADRID: Everyone uses the
subway in Madrid, and with good

reason. Clean, efficient, and attractively designed, it features stations lined with bars and art galleries. Novelist Luis Carandell discusses the sentimental place the
subway holds in the life of Madrid's
popular culture, and shows a book
that features artists' and writers'
tributes to the system. In fact, a
song about the subway recorded
by pop star Joaquin Sabina was so
popularthatastationwasrenamed
in honor of it. Francis deems the
system almost perfect, except that
smoking is allowed, so rates it a 9.
"Subway Safari" is i1: production
of Cable and Satellite Enterprises
Ltd., in association with WNET/

New York. Producer: Sue Francis.
•check local listings.

Princeton Ballet
presents
The Nutcracker
Princeton Ballet's w idely-acclaimed, fu II-sca le production of
''The Nutcracker" will be presented
in three New Jersey locations and
at the State Theatre in Easton,
Pennsylvania for a total of 25 performances.
The production's 26th season
opensatMcCarterTheatre in Prin-

ceton on Thanksgiving week-end
kicking off a run of nine public
performances, five student matinees and a matinee for senior citizens from November 24 through
December 3. For ticket information and performance times telephone McCarter at 609-683-8000.

There's such an awesome force
of anxiety towards my dad, but I
Princeton Ballet's "Nutcracker''
shove it aside. I don't want to will appear at Trenton's War
come to grips with it. Maybe it's Memorial Auditorium on Sunday,
because I don't want to fight it. December 10 at 1 :00 and 4:30
Yes, dad will always be a brick P.M. The War Memorial provides
wall. There's no arguing with him. ample free parking. Ticket prices
So, in turn, I avoid the wall by range from $16-$10. "Nutcracker"
either going around it or over it. posters will be given away at the
This has led me to a life of seclu- Trenton performances while the
sion from my parents, for mom is supply lasts. For information call
just an extension of dad. No longer 609-984-8400. For information
do I feel a part of them. They don't regarding group discounts call 201 understand Me. They don't see 249-1254.
Me. What they see are my grades,
The third New Jersey location,
and my grades alone. And from
my report card they've formed an Middlesex County College in
Edison, will feature five performopinion of me.
I just want to be Me and live my .ances beginning December 15 with
own way, without having to live a performance at 7:30 P.M. Deup to anybody elses aspirations. I , cember 16 performances are 2:30
don't want to fight anybody. Does and 7:30 P.M. and December 17
performances are 1 :00 and 4:30
anyone else feel the same as I?

P.M. All tickets are $15 general
admission. Telephone 201-2467469 for ticket information and
201-249-1254 for group di scount
information.
The final run of three performances are at the State Theatre in
Easton, Pennsylvania with one show
on December 22 at 6:30 P.M. and
two shows on December 23 at
2:30 and 6:30 P.M. Telephone 215252-3132 for ticket information.
Audience members can shop
for souvenirs and gifts at Princeton
Ballet's "Nutcracker Boutique" in
all locations. The proceeds from
all souvenir/gift sales benefit the
scholarship funds of the School of
Pdnceton Ballet.

80's Poll
ATTENTION: Students, Faculty,
assorted hangers-on. Since the end
of the decade is approaching, the
Features staff has decided to take
on a major task and is asking your
input. Before the year is out, we
would like very much to publish
Top Ten Iists of the 80's. The Iists
can be of events, films, records,
achievements, books. With the lists
please include one paragraph reasons for your choices. We need
your participation if this is to be a
success.
If you have any questions please
drop by the Indy and ask for either
Rob O'Connor or Dan Lanza.

Russian
Studies
in

Leningrad
and

Moscow
December 29, 1989

to
January 5, 1990
3 College Credits;
$1,449.
An eight day travel
course to study the
culture, habits, literature, art, and everyday
life of one of the most
diversified people in the
world--The Russians-where you will see for
yourself those turbulent
events and catalytic
forces that triggered off
the ''ten days that shook
the world."
The Cost-- The
$1,449 covers the entire trip and includes:
round trip jet transportation on a scheduled
airline ... first class
hotels in both cities ...
bus transportation between all airports ...
midnight train ride between Leningrad and
Moscow ... two meals a
day; breakfast and dinner ... daily sightseeing
on the Russian tourist
buses ... all taxes, tips,
and service charges.
All
deposits
should be made by Nov.
1, 1989. For more detailed information and
application forms,
please see Dr. Robert
Fyne, Willis Hall, Room
305-B.
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Nick Drake's Suicide Solution
By Rob O'Connor
Nick Drake died November
197 4 at age 26 . Suicide perhaps,
but accidental means can't be ruled
out; no note was left and when
people take medication (doctor
prescribed) funny things happen.
Following his music and astral
outlook, his death comes up with
the right total: deeper in debt than
any man/woman should ever get.
A manic-depressive, or just plain
depressive, spending hours looking at his shoes, a repressed homosexual, refusing even a close friend's
touch, Nick Drake died long before the fatal night. His music
corresponds: Images of princesses
and moons done over with thick
wrappings of melancholia and selfpity. Nick's voice never reaches
outward. He sounds like a little
boy lost in a mystical world without a hand to hold onto.
You could call Drake the English counterpart to Canadian Leonard Cohen and you wouldn't be
far off the mark. Where Cohen
places lyrical dexterity, Drake puts
simplicity. Cohen slits your wrists
with apocryphal doom; Drake
suffocates you with sweetness and
sorrow. Cohen hands you the razor blades; Drakes hides them (to
save them for himself?) If you like,
or rather love (there's no middle
ground with) Leonard Cohen, Drake
should rest easily beside him.
Cohen's "Seems so long ago, Nancy"
is possibly the dark conclusion of
Drake's "Thoughts of Mary Jane,"
and the connection can be fun, if
sorrow and suicide are your game.
Gloom and doom is a tricky
game. To ge to the bottom of it,
let's wheel out a batch of G&D
disciples (an instruction manual of
sorts for a new game "Another One
Bites the Dust." Not recommended
for children under 16.) Gol Richard Thompson (English), Marianne
Faithful/ (English), Nick Cave
(Australian gone English), Springsteen (American), Ian Curtis Uoy
Division, English) and Robert Smith
(Cure, English). Springsteen's the
token American and here for two
reasons: One, the scale's falling
over on the English side and two:
every review I read of Springsteen
deals with his desolation, blah,
blah, blah.
What the list should tell you is:
Don't move to anywhere where
fog and rain count as two separate
seasons or anyplace where the kids

ThanksgivingHELP THE
NEEDY
Please bring
a non-perishable
food item tothe
Freshman Center
November 7 -20
or to the
production of
JOSEPH AND
THE AMAZING
TECMNICOLOR
DREAMCOAT
November 15-19
Wilkins Theatre
Sponsored By:
Catholic Student
Organization
Commuter Club
New Student
Committee
Lambda Theta
Alpha Sorority

Somber, Sweet, Sorrow, Suicide, and Song: Our man Nick Drake

wear knickers to school. But the
English use gloom and doom differently than Americans. Follow
me.
Richard Thompson utilizes English folk balladry and his disturbinly
agile guitar fingers to prove sorrow
can be sublime. He wrote "End of
the Rainbow" to celebrate his first
child coming into the world:

"Life seems so rosy in the cradle,
but I'll be your friend and tell you
what's in store. There's nothing at
the end of the rainbow. There's
nothing to grow up for anymore."
Marianne Faithfu 11, best known
as Jagger's woman of bearskin rugs
and Mars bars (and if you don't
know, don't ask), began her career
singing "Greensleeves" and "As
Years Go By" in a voice -full of
vulnerability and devoid of passion. Today she's the female equivalent to Joe Strummer and Tom
Waits, her voice charred with
nicotine and years of hard living.
Her approach draws her to the Ii ne

of Marlene Dietrich and Lenya Lotte,
kinda bitchy, kinda tired, but always seductive. With Nick Cave
and Bruce Springsteen you'll find
the doom moving away from the
self and onto society. Cave (see
Indy #3) uses American folklore to
explain hisdisillusionswith America. Coming from Australia he was
fueled by the American dream of
Elvis (a recurring motif in Cave's
early work) and since landing in
England and our shores, he's become increasingly cynical . Underneath "Hound Dog" he found "I 'm
so Lonesome I Could Cry" and
Robert Johnson, the Delta bluesman (celebrated in Peter Guralnick's loving Looking for Robert
Johnson) haunted by his visio_
ns of
compulsive evil. When Cave succeeds, he too conjures up hellhounds on his trail, not to mention
Leonard Cohen's "Avalanche."
It's ironic Cave's foreign love
for our culture has made him more
an authority on it than homegrown

Photo by Keith Morris

Bruce Springsteen, who has punctuated his albums with so many
fake "sirs, sons and pa's" that he
sounds as if he's learned about
America from a pseudo-Steinbeck
fanatic his entire life. Does anyone
in N.J. talk like him?
But what I like about him is that
when he scrapes away the rockroll
garnish and puts the guts of the
song in your face, you're up again~t
a wall of torment. His characters,
even the most superficial, have
restless pasts to run from and since
society rejects them for whateven
reason, they have "nowhere to run
and nowhere to go." Imagine "Born
in the U.S.A." without its deceitful
patriotic pump, without its air of
exultation, in its place, plain guitar, a mournful voice, an empty
hotel room. Nobody raises their
first; no one calls for an encore. A
bottle of pills are opened and
swallowed. The next day the singer
is found, slumped up by the toilet
bowl, a life of promise gone down

the drain (excuse the pun).
Springsteen works with these
cl iches on his greatest work. What
lends the cliches power is their
vind ication. Elvis and Nick Drake
act out the cliches, which forces
critics and listeners to relisten between the lines.
Ian Curtis and Robert Smith fall
together except that Curtis killed
himself and Smith goes on being
psychotic. Which - though it sounds
cynically cold, I dare you to deny
it untrue--makes Curtis sound sincere, caught up in his manic-depressive agony while Smith endures as helplessly adolescent (fact
it, songs about lost love when you're
married to your teenage honey
gotta seem a little incongrous). If
you disagree and believe that since
this is art (small a please), the
writer's imagination allows him to
create these worlds, I say no. If
depression obsesses your work, it
must obsess you, unless it's all a
sham. You cannot constantly write
in the same confessional tone and
;ive apart from it. Poetic license is
one thing, but TEN albums of a
theme. Something's gotta give.
With Nick Drake something did
give and it proves him an honest
but meek fellow. Nick Drake never
hid his morbidity. He never focused on society; instead keeping
on himself. His first Lp (pictured
above) Five Leaves Left is named
after the notice in English rolling
papers letting you know that you
arerunningout. Drake burned out,
due to his chemical disposition
and a broken heart brought on by
public indiferrence to his music.
He couldn't reach out, so he needed
to be reached for. He's the perfect
antithesis to Elvis, who burned out
by being reached for too much.
Aside from all the philosophical waxing, let me tell you that,
yes, the collected works of Nici<.
Drake are available in a beautiful
four record boxed set Fruit Tree
(Hannibal Records), complete with
liner notes and lyric booklet and
sleeves reprinting the original album art. Bring your own crying
towel.

"BRITISH LITERATURE AT ITS SOURCE"
December 26, 1989 - January 14, 1990
* (a 3 credit English electlve)
The English Department will sponsor Its sixteenth annual mldsemester literary tour to England and Scotland
with optlonal week-end trips to Dublln, Ireland and Paris.
1. The Tour Includes:
a. Lodging and continental breakfasts at the Tavistock
Hotel In London and Hotels In Edinburgh, Scotland
and York.
b. Transportation to and from Gatwick Airport to
London (and return)
c. A Brit Rall Pass for unlimited travel In England,
Scotland and Wales.
d. Scheduled day trips to Bath, Chaucer's famous city,
Canterbury; Cambridge University the Samuel
Papys Library); Rochester (where Dickens wrote
several novels).

NOTE: There will be guided tours and lectures In these
cities.
e. Ample free time for lndlvldual sightseeing, theater,
museums, ballet, opera, discos, concerts, etc.
2. Tuition is $182.25 for 3 credits
3. Non-credit fee is $100.00
4. Total cost excluding tuition is $1445.00
5. There will be minor additional fees for guided tours,
museums, etc.
If interested fill out attached form and submit to Professor
Sidney Krueger, Kean College, Union, NJ 07083 (527-2298)
or 2093

Nam...__________________

Addres--------------Racoons get personal attention from Kean College of New Jersey
animal lovers. They are, from left, Andrea Abramson of Union, director
of Kean's East Campus, Dr. Fred Remmers of Elizabeth, associate
professor of communications and theatre at Kean, and Dr. Gay
Lumsden of Hillside, director of Kean's Freshman Center. The three are
all NJ licensed animal rehabilitators.

Phone (home
( w o r k ) ' - - - - - - - - - - - - _- SS# __________________

<------------------
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Dear Friends,
The holiday season is almost upon us. It's time to get ready
for the festivities and rejoice the coming of the new year.
President Elsa Gomez is cordially inviting the entire
college community to the FIRST ANNUAL TREE LIGHTING
CEREMONY in front of the bookstore at 4 p.m.
on December 6th. All groups on campus are invited to
make a tree ornament symbolizing their respected club or
organization. There will be time during the ceremony to
place the decoration on the tree.
An OPEN HOUSE IN THE COLLEGE CENTER GRILL
ROOM between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. is also open to the
college community.
Please make every effort to attend. President Gomez is very
excited that the college can come together for the holidays.
If you have any questions concerning this event, please don't
hesitate to call the Public Information Office (x2371)
or myself (351-1460) . .

CAREER FAIR
COMING IN
DECEMBER
SPONSORED

BY

I
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KAPPA ALPHA
PSI
FRAT. INC.

Sincerely yours,
Rhonda Ruch
Public Information

Scheduling
For
Vendors

&

Part-time
Package Handlers

Bake

:::irN,NGs

Sales

....___PAcJ::EUR

will
take

1<.age Handler ,
art-time Pac
Join us ~s a what we mean.
and you II s
.
acl<.age is sec.
pensat1on P
t wage .
our terrihc com
ins with a grea
ond to none. It beg

:e

-place
on

$&-$9 per ~our

to start.

Thursday,

Then there's

FleJCibl

our·

.

Paid " e hours
Paid h1!,c,~dtions
'a.vs

Dec. 7

9:30-12:30 PM
For students
,
, we ve got something
extra special.

in the
Student

...

1\aition reimbursement
(up to $2,000 a semester on
selected sorts)

Org.

. _ . _..
, .. t all After just 6
But that s n,o elig
. ible for even
months, you re
.
more benefits such as .

Medical
oental
Life insurance
Vision care I
Prescription drug P an

So, if you 're looking for a great part-time job, look
no further.

United Parcel Service

Conference
Room!!!

,.

BOUND BROOK

PARSIPPANY

Corner of Chimney Rock
Road & Rt. 28
201-563-2100
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Fri 11 AM-3PM

799 Jefferson Road
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues & Thurs
9AM-5PM
or call 201-428-2200

SADDLE BROOK

SECAUCUS

280 Midland Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM

493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9AM-11 AM , 4PM-8PM
Friday 9AM-11AM , 6PM-8PM

or call 201-267-2806, Voice Box® 5400
or 201-330-2315
• Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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601 Girls, Party! Party! Party!
Rutgers here we come !!! Love

Danny, Bethani, Colleen, Sue,
& Lisa (from Hotline), Thanks for

Heather

the "treats". One week's supply!
Now if you could only all sing in
tune! Thanks for everything! Love,

203 Guys, Gimme an "N"l
Gimme a "U"I Gimme an "F"l
Gimme an "R"! Gimme an "I"!
Gimme a "D"! Gimme a "G"!
Gimme an "E"! What does it spell?

MB

New Refridgerator! Horaaaaayyyy!

Kathy D., Let's play jump rope!
Want togotoa Halloween Dance?
I really think you should go to
college. Can't wait till the holiday
sock hop. Maybe you'll meet
another "great Guy" Love, Cyndi

Sisters of EBX, You made me
proud! You're all so special! Always remember: "You've Got A
Friend ." L & S, Cyclops

Janine, Happy Moo Birthday.
Now when you tell people you're
, 19 you won't be lying. Maybe Jody
and Evan will surprise you and
bring you smarties! Surprise, no
surprise party! Love, Your Twin'

Chef, I am a fool! I adore being
your friend and being able to share
things with you! I don't want to
mess that up! I hope I'm not! Me

Robert, AKA M.P., "Whenever

LizBeth, I'm sorry for snapping
at you! I have too much on my
mind! Love and Peace, Nicole

I'm alone with you, you make me
feel like I am fun again" With
prayers for rain, Love, Terri

Larissa, You frame wonderfully.
Don't worry, we'll get through this
play together The Other Frame

Secret Romeo, If it was a joke,
it is at your expense. If not, make
yourself known! Terri

J. Kutyla, Thanks for the card
and canceling class! What a gift!

Debbie
Rose, Gina, and Amy, You guys
are the best! Thanks for everything. The picture frame is awesome, but who are those two guys
and what about the color green?
Love Ya, Debbie

Danny, Thank you for the
awesome hats and thanks for the
other hat. Chris and Traci

Know It All, What can I say?
You' re the greatest! Two years left!
I don't know if I can make it!
SSSSSSS ... L and S, Cyclops
Lisa, (Pres), I'm here if you want
to talk (or go to White Castle)!
Keep up the great work! Debbie
(Treas.)
Sharkbait, You're a wild man!
It's nice having a shipmate around.
Who needs abuse when you already have arm ink? It ain't that
sharp, but it'll go through ribs!
FTN! CM3 CB
Donna, thanks for being my
little and for the kitten. I squeak
him every night! What's his name
anyway? Land S, Your Big
Michelle, To you, goes chef of
the year award ! It was delicious,
Thanks! By the way, Where's the
closest bar to the met? L and S,

Debbie

Chu, I heard about you and "the
waiter" in the art gallery. Good
job! SMILE Nicole

Captain, With the close of every
day-I love you even more . Thanks
for being strong when I'm at my
weakest! XO Cubby
Dina, Since you don't come
home anymore, we got a new
roommate, her name is Stacey.
Love, Stacey and your Roommates
in 608 Rodgers
Kim Z (The one with the shoe)
RELAX! From Calo

Ken G., Happy Birthday! Love,
Jen, Stacey, Dina, and Clarina

xoxo

To whoever called about the
dog in the class, I understand your
concern and feel the same way.
It's not my dog. It was abandon~d
by its heartless owner who has
sentenced it to death. But I will not
let it happen. Erika ·

Nicole, Love those pictures! !
So what do you want to do? I don't
know. Let's go back and steal the
keg. Why did you make me stay up
till fivea.m. Chickie Baby?! Janine
Jen, (or Jan) Breakfast was alot
of fun. Sorry the re was no ecli pse
of the heart. He re's a little song I
wrote... You know the rest. W e
must do the town! Janine
Chip, You don't know who I
am, but we should shower together!
Soapy
Christine B., Thanks for talking
with me so early. I love you. You
helped me alot Love, Heather

recently? If the rigs a rockin, don't
come a knockin!

Then who would I have to bother.
Sound familiar. I love you roomie.
Love, Heather

Gina, Amy, Laurin, Sue, and
Rosa, SORRY!!! Maybe next year!
Love, Debbie

Lynn L., Your letter was the

Patty, Almost twins; You were
only 360 days early! Now where's
my Change? Love, Debbie

Big R, Your toe jam tastes horrible, but so worth it! Squirt
Eins Vie Orie? There is a great

Donna, Sunday Ski Sale was
the best. PIGSTICKER!! Cooley!
How many men does it take to
clean an oven? None, it's a
WOMAN'S job! Overjoyed I met
you and Donald . NA+ ALO! Joey
Karnatski, Kasper, Kusic, Murray, Posner, Vallero, Weinstock,
What a Team; plus Benson, Beyer,
Burzak, Frattini, McDaniel, Melchione, Ocejo, Rotsos, and last
but not least, Young!!

Hayriders, I hope everyone has
a great time tonight at the EBT
Hayride! Party Hearty!!
To My Roommate Robert, Have
a great 19th birthday! Sorry I'm
gonna miss it, but a hayride is a
hayride. Now that you're older,
how about taking the top bunk?
Have fun, pall Joey

Tricia

L- Your Assistant

Dear P.I.L.L., Were waiting for
you to see "Joseph at the theatre.

Christie - Will you marry me!
L-Tim

P.I.T. and P.I.T.A.

Indy Staff - You guys are the
best. Thanks for making me feel at
home. Ti,n

Christie -J ust kidding! L-Tim
Janine - Moldy doughnuts still
loose. We're gotta catch some. I
need your help, Amy
Tune in next week as we find
out exactly what color Laurie 's
nails will be? W ill Mike ever go
back to Cl ifton? W ill Tom make it
in RAP? Next Week on The Days of
OT. I want to go back to D.C.!

Joe, R.K., Stallion, Angelcake,
etc. Come with us next time! Boss
II

Danny - We did it - halfway
through the semester & we're passing! Keystrokes RULE!!!, Amy
Vanessa-To one hel I of a roommate! You are awesome!, Amy
Robyn - Good luck - I am here
for you - Recover quickly! Scoopulas Rule! Amy

***

in CAT HEAVEN!

truly sorry for everything that has
happened. I care very much for
you, and think we can work out
our differences if you'd just give
me a chance.

individual (s) or gro up (s) in a
derogatory fas hi o n. The paper ·
disavows persona ls that do not
specifica ll y name indi vidua ls or
gro ups, and disclaims any responsib ility for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35

203 Guys, Apartme nt's lookin'
up, guys! Everything we could want,
minus the rug. You boys are rea l
cool. Seven more months together.
The Polack, Italian, Greek, and
Sweden! Joey

MSG - continued. Nothing was
so terrible that we had to end our
relationship. Please reconsider your
feelings for me. I love you and
miss you! Please get in touch with
me. Tricia Elizabeth

words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's

Shotgun, Hey! We ran out of
bats. Quick! Go get L.L. You ca n
really handle that bat, Baby. Canon

Zetas - "Doing the butt- "I can't
stop laughing - Help me!!., Amy

,,ame and phone #. Without either

Mikey- Ewe animal Ewe!! Love
Michael - Thank you for coming into my life. I love· youl Kar
Laur - Let's see just how far I
can get with my me·al card!!! (Let's
fill out just one more comment
card) - C

Kar - How'd you like our "stupid human trick?" No one blows
p.p. balls better than us! - C
To all those attending the
hayride tonight - Looking forward
to it, hope you are! Thanx EBT!
What does consumate mean?
(s_x?)

Jiz - Wanna test drive that T.A.?
Poor Drew! Love Ya - C
Calling all Mikes, Calling all
Mikes. (So many Mikes, so little

Heather

Rebecca - (Sourir) Smile, it can't
get worse! Sherlock

ENC - Love that photo, now
take it off my T.V.

To Keisha, I love you so much,
every time I see you I say, "You're
so pretty". Darryl, #26 Bus.

Mark Steven Gasberra - I am

time)

Ken - Nice look! Now you look
like an advertizing manager!

H.- Hop in our chrysler, its as
big as a whale and it's about to set
sail. Come visit! Bill and John

The Independent wil l refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any

best. Only a roomie would be as
caring as you. I love you . Love,

Herman, Congrats on Omega
"Undergraduate Man Of The Year''!
I am very proud of you! If you
continue to be a good "oggie-doggie" I will give you a BONE. (Smile)
Love, "SHELLY" NCCU

bagles and donuts this week? Thanks
for making 8:00 AM F.S. Bearible!

Traci, I heart U! Chris

Ya

Alexis C. You can't move out...

Burns

Sop Top, Dop U Nop Nop Yop,
Vop OE, Cop A Rop O Lop Yap
Nop, LopO Rop I. Fop Rop IE Nop
Dop Sop!!

Friday morning breakfast club
members - Who's bringing the

Leslie - Where have you been
all my life, and late ly. I miss you.

already!

Rhonda, Pick up any truckers

Indy, Why did my staff leave
someone behind at the MIA rally
at the Vietnam Memorial? Sick
irony. Don't forget we're all a team!

Tom - Thanks for bei ng such a
great friend. Next year we run this
taco stand. Tim

Dear Crew 88, Wop E I Nop

Dice and Buddy, A match made
Clarina, Get out of the shower

NOVEMBER 16, 1989

John & Bill - You guys look
really good lately. You guys look
really big. Do you work out? I do.
Maybe we can do it together
sometime. H

Jennifer- How the hell are you?
Yes I remember you also! Stop by
the office if ya want. I'm usually
there. You leftyournotebookhere.
Thomas

woman behind the greater man!
Mine's the greatest! You're perfect
in my eyes. I heart you. Growler

Sue-Hey babel What's shakin!
Brother 8. - Like that haircut!
Boo-t<a is probably jealous! R.K. _I know you hate that! A+GE.

To the Stallone's females - There
is plenty of me to _go around so
stop fighting.

Christie - 9 months. I think we ,
Tim, Christy and Susan : Bowlshould name the baby, THE STAL- ing anyone?, Rollerskating?, or none
of the above? Tom
LONE II

of these, the personal will not run . .

Association Of
Indian
Students

A.I.S.

A.Ls.

Meetings every Tuesday
at 1 :40 in
(Hutchinson) J-135
Omega Sigma Psi
vs.
Rho Sigma Chi
In the 1st annual Powder Puff
Football Game

Tickets: $1.00 in advance
$2.00 at game
ON SALE NOW FROM ANY SISTER!!!
1/2 of all Proceeds go towards
CEREBRAL PALSY

Time: 1:00 PM
-Date: Nov. 18, 1989
Place: Football Practice Field at D'Angola
DONATIONS EXCEPTED
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CLASSIFIEDS- ·
Gain valuable experience in
your field as a COUNSELOR
at Supervised Apartment Program in Union for 6 mentally
retarded adults. Schedule: Wed.
3-11 PM; Fri. 3-11 PM and
Sunday 7 AM - 11 PM . Train in
independent living skills. Looking for motivated, responsible
person interested in a creative,
rewarding experience. Training provided. Excellent benefits, competitive salary. Substitute Counselor positions also
available in Union County area.
Call June Anderson 464-8008 .

Secretary Express
"Fast, Efficient Service"
Typing, Resumes, Reports etc.
Lisa Raffa 687 -4117.
$REWARD$

If anyone has found 2 gold
rings in Bruce Hall Lounge.
Please Contact Pat at
527-6240.
GENEROUS REWARD

Writers: Manuscript readers
available to read and evaluate
your work. Find out how good
you are and how you can be
better. Send Manuscript w/
SASE. To: Keith K., 50 Manalapan Road, Spotswood, NJ
08884 Rates: $2-Short Story;
$10 - Novel

ROOM RESERVATIONS

$$$$ HELP HELP RIDE
NEEDED FROM ROSELLE
PARK TO KEAN COLLEGE
DAILY AT 8:20 A.M. PLEASE
CALL JEANNE lv1AJOR AT
527-2071 . THANKS HEAPS.
LOST&FOUND
Found Earring 9/28 in Quad.
If interested Contact Monica
604 Sozio
FOR SALE 1986 Chrysler
LeBaron convertible, red, white
roof, power steering, brakes,
windows, locks and roof. A/C,
AM/FM , excellent condition,
best offer, call Sue (201) 2342328.

For Sale - 1983 Dodge
Challenger, 2.6 liter 4 cyl. 5speed, pis, p/b, ale. c/c. Aluminum Wheels, AM/FM cassette,
premium sound w/6 spkrs,
$2,000. Call 752-5520 (leave
message)

The Office of Student Activities will be accepting room reservations for Spring Semester 1990
beginning Monday, November 20, 1989 at 9:00 a.m. All interested groups and academic departments
must fill out all necessary paperwork and adhere to the following guidelines :
1. All requests for meeting rooms must be made at least one week in advance.

2. All requests for special events (dances, conferences, cultural programming) must be made at least
two weeks prior to the event. Requests are subject to approval after consultation with sponsoring
organization and the Office of Student Activities. Our office requires three weeks notice for Cultural
or Special Events held in College Center Cafeteria on Fridays and Saturdays (weekends). Weekend/
Cultural Event Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities and must be approved
before event takes place.
Failure of any group/club/organization on a NO SHOW basis after room has been scheduled and
confirmed three successive times without written notification to the Office of Student Activities will
subsequently lose scheduling privileges. Police Forms and Maintenance Fee for parties in CC
Cafeteria must be in the Office of Student Activ~ies two weeks prior to event or party will be cancelled.
No exceptions will be made and this will be strictly enforced !!
3. Room Reservations and Police Reports may be picked up in the Office of Student Activities and
returned according to above mentioned guidelines.

4. Student groups and academic departments requesting space on a weekly basis should submit all
information (dates, times, room size preferred) includin g diagrams for set up to the Office of Student
Activities.

5. Additional services (i.e audio-visual, Food Services) are the responsibil ity of the individual group
making request. Groups should contact: Audio-visual, I.R.C., 2nd Floor, Hutchinson Hall, ext.
2073; Food Services, Downs Hall, ext. 2287.

6. All requests for Little Theatre must be made with Dave Porter, Director, Theatre for the Performing
Arts, ext. 2088.

FOR SALE
2 Technics 1200 turntables
$550, Gemini 1100 turntable
$50, Call Chris after 3 pm 9434738, leave message.

'88 Acura lntegra LS-SE,
Black with Black and Beige
Interior, 5 speed, fully loaded,
side moldings, gold rims, all
powered, AC, AM/FM cassette
with
equalizer.- 16,000 miles,
Reader for a blind student is
needed. Please call 247-3767 asking $13,000 call 392-9736
(and leave a message 1f tha after 4 pm.
answering machine answers.)
1965 Classic Mustang white
convertible.
Perfect Shape. For
ARE YOU READY TO
PARTY? If so, call Muzik specifics call 686-6221 after
Nonstop. O.J. Helder Rebelo, 5:00
997-8388
1984 Blue Camaro - Big 6
*PART TIME JOB*
Cylinder PS, PB, AC, AM-FM
ATTN . COLLEGE STU- Stereo Casette, excellent tires
DENTS!! Enthusiastic people/ (Rally) Overdrive, Custom
person wanted to learn all Seats. CaH 686-6221 After 5 or
· aspects of a business, with an ext 2897 school hours
opportunity for full-time employment upon graduation in a mgt.
training position. Must be at
"D. I."
least 21 yrs. old & have a acceptable driving record. Call 8Music For All Occasions
6 M-F, 687-7600.
Robert Knorek
(201) 233-6551
Found on Sept. 6th: Pair
of Helf-Rimmed gold glasses
(it was on a bench in the mi~d)e
of the quad) Contact Shaz1a m
b"ect
19,278 to choose from - a 11 su J s
509 Bart lett
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7. Faculty and administrative departments coordinating events involving .outside community participation, must make all arrangements through the Office of Community Services, 2nd Floor, Adm.
Bldg., ext. 2213.

8. Classrooms for Free Hour Tuesdays 1:40 - 3 pm and Wednesday 3:05 - 4:20 pm as well as J-100
during these hours are scheduled from the Office of Student Activities. In the event Registrar's Office
allocates some 7:40 pm rooms for our office to schedule, we shall make them available to the
community.
9. Any scheduling for Summer Semester 1990 will be after March 15, 1990.
**10. ALL SCHEDULING is done on a SEMESTER BASIS ONLY. Please do not send in your
requests for ROOMS on a yearly basis.

1----------------------------------1

~

Rflf ARCH PAPIRI
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

•111 aq"q;,~~J;~~

Meeting of Gay People
at Kean
Date: Tues. Nov. 21 st
Time: 1 :40 PM
Place: East Campus Room 143
If you can not make it, but would like further
information about the group, call Mrs. Lumsden
at 527-3114. If she is not there, leave a message

SPRING BREAK 1990 - lndi2522
vidual or student organization Or. rush $2 .00 to: Reae■ rch Anletence
needed to promote our Spring 11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 900251 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - " 1
Brea k trips.
·
Eam money, free
Custom researchalsoava1lable-all levels
•--------------------------------·
trips and valuable work experiHere is your chance to show your support for the teachers who
ence. APPLY NOW!! InterWORD PROCESSING
have made a special contribution to your education!
Campus Programs: 1-800-327TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
6013.
If you want to say thanks, write a letter about how they helped you, encouraged you,
RESUMES/ COVER LETTERS?
challenged you, inspired you, got you to give your best and to grow, and send it by November 15
Want to sell something?
WE CAN HELP!
Want to hire someone? Lost or
Satisfaction Guaranteed
found? Try an. Independent
FREE Pickup/ Delivery
Classified . $7.50 for first thirty
Word Processing Training
words and thirty-five cents for
Free Demo Lesson
Student Discount!
each additional word. Submit
THE ALMUNI ASSOCIATION• KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY• TOWNSEND 114
classifieds to the IndependIMPRINT WORD PROCESSING
Every nomination will be considered by a committee of representatives of
ent CC115 by Friday at noon
(201) 763-0484
Student Organization, Part-time Student Council, Graduate Student Council,
for following Thursday's issue.

'-----..;,,..;,;---------•1

TEACHERS OF THE YEAR AWARD

the Alumni Association, and faculty honored with the award In previous years.

KEAN COLLEGE
Communication - Help Center
HOT LINE

NAME OF NOMINEc..·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - REASONS FOR NOMINATION: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(201) 289-2101
(201) 527-2360
(201) 527-2330
Monday thru Friday
Saturday thru Sunday

9a.m. -12:00am

2p.m. - 12:00am

Have a Problem?
Want to Rap?
INFORMATION and REFERRALS

If space is needed staple additional information to this form.
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As the newly elected Executive Board of the New Student
Committee, we are informing you of some of our exciting upcoming
events.
On December 6th, 1989, we are sponsoring a Holiday Sock
Hop, 50's and 60's Dance. This will be the event of the year; it is
open to all students, staff, and administration. Come and join us in
all the fun.
We are also sponsoring a trip to New York City on December
9th, 1989, with the Commuter Club. There will be a bus that will pick
you up at9:00 a.m. in front of Wilkins Theatre, and drop you off there
at 9:00 p.m. that night. The trip will be a great opportunity for you
to tour New York, and do some last minute shopping.
We are collecting Shop Rite receipts from now until February
17th, 1990. You can drop the tapes off in the Freshman Center.
Watch for flyers in weeks to come for more information!

NOVEMBER 16, 1989

KEAN IV CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Invites you to join us
Tuesdays in J-142 at 1:40pm.
We are a non denominational
group whose sole purpose it to
lift up the name of Jesus.
We will be looking
forward to seeing you IIII
As~ociation For Computing Machinery
(ACM)

Dear Club/Organization,

In the Quiet Zone-Whiteman Hall, we have on display various plaques
created by Greek organizations. This plaque is on permanent display in the
Quiet Zone. This plaque serves as an excellent opportunity for the Greek
organizations to promote their organization and publicize their logo, symbol,
or design.
This year, I am asking for all student clubs and/or organizations to
participate by creating a plaque foryourclub or organization to be hung in the
Quiet Zone.
The wooden plaque is available from the Housing Office (see Bill McPherson). Each plaque is roughly 16 by 20 inches and will be hung vertically. Be
as creative as possible. ALL PLAQUES MUST BE IN BY NOVEMBER 29,
1989. This will allow adequate time for the plaques to be hung. No exceptions.
On Wednesday, December 6, 1989 at 3:05an unveiling ceremony will take
place in which all clubs and organizations will be invited. Prizes will be
awarded. Food, refreshments, and the wooden plaques are all courtesy of
the Housing Office.
It is my hope that your organization takes part in this event. If you have any
questions, please contact me in the Housing Office.
Sincerely,
Bill McPherson
Assistant Director of Housing

Programming Contest
'

Open to all matriculated students (FT/PT),
for further information please contact
Abdullah, Abu or Guillermo in T-217
(Computer Lab) or call 527-3172
(leave message).

THE DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER BIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT SEMINAR WILL BE HELD ON
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, AT 1 :30 P.M. IN
BRUCE 109.
DR. DONALD HUPE - RESEARCH FELLOW

FROM MERCK INSTITUTE FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH WILL
SPEAK ABOUT THE NEW CHEMO-

Model UN Meeting Scheduled
For the 18th consecutive year, students from Kean College of New
Jersey are invited to participate in the 34th Annual Harvard National
Model United Nations Conference in Boston and at Harvard University
from Feb. 15-18, 1990, as part of their class assignment for PS 4410,
Seminar in International Politics offered in the Spring, 1990 semester.
· Faculty aavisor, Dr. Charles Kelly will oversee this year's student
delegates as they participate in a mock simulation of the actual United
Nations. Kean delegates will assume the roles of diplomats, engaging
in formal debates and informal "behind the scenes" negotiations.
The structure and organization of the HNMUN conference parallels
the original design of the U.N., comprising the General Assembly (GA),
the commissions of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and
the Security Council, to name a few.
According to faculty advisor, Dr. Kelly, "Each student participating in
the HNMUN will benefit immensely from this experience, gaining a
practical, hands-on perspective of the complexities of global politics
and diplomacy not often realized through classroom instruction. This is
a rare opportunity in participatory education, whereby close to 1300
students and their faculty advisors from colleges and universities in the
United States, Mexico, and overseas can exchange ideas and work
towards a common philosophy and ·goal.
In past years, Kean College student delegates have successfully
amassed achievements in 13/17 years of HNMUN attendance. In 1982,
Kean students . were presented with five awards in recognition of
superior overall delegate and individual performance.
Students interested in becoming a member of this year's student
delegation are strongly urged to attend an organizational meeting
offered by Dr. Kelly on Tuesday, December 5th from 1 :30 - 2:30 P.M. in
Willis Hall, W-209.
For further information, please contact Charles· P. Kelly, Chairperson,
Political Science Department or Susan F. Gordon at 527-3152/3153.

THERPEUTIC AGENT FOR TREATING
PARASITIC INFECTIONS. THE PUBLIC IS
INVITED TO ATTEND AND TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD.
REFFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

SPRING: 1990 NEW COURSE

APPROACHES TO THE HOLOCAUST
ID 3300
TUESDAY EVENINGS 3 CREDITS 5:00-7:30 PM
What was the historical background of the Holocaust?
Why was Hitler able to wage his war agalnst _the Jews?
What happened to victims and survivors?
How did rellglous, professional, and educational
Institutions respond to the Holocaust?
How was It depicted by artists and writers?
How has It affected the world since 1945?
What may we learn from It?

Advance registration through English Department
October 27 - November 8, November 15 November 21 (no advisement on November 7,
Election Day)
For information: Contact Professor Weinstein
527-2121,2092,or3049
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East Campus
Student Office Space
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Campus lntramurals

. ------------------...:..,_________
FALL 1989

Swimming Pool & Sauna Hours - East Campus

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Applications are now available
for office space for recognized
College Student Groups
at the East Campus.
Applications and additional
information is available in
101 East Campus.
Preference wi 11 be given to
those groups who do not
currently have a
campus office space.

8:00 A.M . - 8:00
11 :00 A.M. - 8:00
8:00 A.M. - 8:00
11 :00 A.M. - 8:00
8:00 A.M. - 8:00
10:00 A.M. - 2:00
10:00 A.M . - 2:00

P.M .
P.M.
P.M .
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

(Early Bird Swim)
(Early Bird Swin)
(Early Bird Swim)

NOTE: The pool will be closed every day from 11 :30 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M. for Faculty/
Staff Swim only.
Aquatic Aerobics classes will be held on Monday and Wednesday Mornings
from 10:00 A.M. - 11 :00 A.M. The classes will be open to all students with
proper identification and there will be no lap swimming at this time.
Aquatic Aerobic class will be offered to Faculty/Staff ONLY on Wednesdays
starting October 11th from 6:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M. Advance registration
required - Limited enrollment.
Pool will be closed to college community at this time.
East Campus Fitness Center Room 129 & Upper Gymnasium

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Bachelor Degree Candidates
January 31, 1990
The roster of candidates for

11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M . - 8:30
10:00 A.M. - 2:00
10:00 A.M. - 2:00

P.M .
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M .
P.M.

NOTE: Upper Gymnasium will be closed for open recreation from 3:00 P.M 6:00 P.M. to allow the Athletic Teams to practice when in season.

January 31, 1990 graduation is posted on

******************REMINDER*** ..************
Kean College Identification cards are required to participate In any recreational facility.
Class schedules/current alumni cards/student I.D.'s with the academic year 1989-90
must be handed to the area attendant on duty for admittance.

the bulletin board near room T-106 in
the Townsend Building (first _
floor).

LACROSSE CLUB
Tuesdays, in. D'Angola Gymnasium 1 :40 - 3:00 P.M.
Open to all Kean Students
You need sneakers
You can borrow a stick at D'Angola
Object: Have fun, improve stick skills!!

HELP THE NEEDY
Please bring a non-perishable food item
to the
FRESHMAN CENTER
-

November 7 -20

or to the production of

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT

-

EXERCISE AND -FITNESS CLASSES
Heidi: Mon 5 - 6 PM; Wed 6:15-7:15 PM; Fri: 4:30-5:30 PM
Rita: Wed 5-6 PM; Thurs 6:15-7:15 PM
Laura: Tues 5-6 PM (Aerobic Schedule)

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN!

KARATE CLUB

JOSEPH

Women's Karate: Monday 6:15-7:30 PM
Men's Karate: Monday 1 :40-2:55 PM, 3-5 PM
Tuesday 1 :40-2:55 PM
Thursday 1 :40-2:55 PM, 8-9 PM
Held in Rm. #158, East Campus 527-2229

and the
Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat

1989-90 Kean College Cougars Ice Hockey Schedule

November 15-18 at 8:00 P.M.
November 19 matinee 3:00 P.M.
Student and Senior Citizen~ - $3.00
Faculty and Staff - $4.00
General public - $6.00

Catholic Mass
Every Sunday
7 p.m. Downs Hall

A

11/18

(SAT)

Maritime

Mitchell Field

9:00

H

11/27

(MON)

New Paltz

Warinaco

8:30

A

11/29

(WED)

Kings Pt.

Parkwood

8:30

H

12/4

(MON)

NYU

Warinaco

8:30

A

12/10

(SUN)

Delaware County

Skatium

11 :45 AM

A

1/18

(THU)

Stony Brook

Nassau Col. (Long Island)

6:30

A

1/20

(SAT)

Delaware County

Saktium

11 :45 AM

H

1/22

(MON)

Kings Pt.

Warinaco

8:30

H

1/29

(MON)

Maritime

Warinaco

8:30

A

2/4

(SUN)

Montclair State

Mc Kay Park (Englewood, NJ)

10:30

H

2/12

(MON)

Stony Brook

Warinaco

8:30

A

2/17

(SAT)

Maritime

Mitchell Field

9:00

H

2/1 ~

(MON)

Wagner

Warinaco

6:00

H

2/26

(MON)

Warinaco

8:30

~

Room B
Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.

.

· New Paltz
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BySpencerC. Rogers
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Last Week's

PUZZLE

SOLUTION
RA
IR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

EE
34
36
37
38
39
42
46

Fanciful
Young oyster
Quarrel
Above
Nicklaus is one
Looks fixedly
Exchange
premium
47 Plunge
49 Nerve network
50 Scorch
51 Metric measure
52 Be aware of
53 Flock
54 Still
55 Offspring: pL

ACROSS
1 Solitary
5 Insane
8 Shoemaker's
tools
12 Sea in Asia
13 Transgress
14 Fervor
15 Servant
16 Oolong
17 Choir voice
18 Affirm
20 Polo stick
22 Concerning
23 Rage
24 Containers
27 Surfeits
31 Mature
32 Savory
33 Native metal
2

3

DOWN
1 Tibetan priest
2 Spoken
·
3 Metal fastener
4

12
15

'' Uh oh. Where ·s Rob?

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
4
5
6
7
8

Church officials
Apportion
Exist
Theatrical
Garden flower
9

10

11

9 Source of water
10 Tardy
11 Narrow opening
19 Earth goddess
21 Enthusiastic
23 Swift
24 Prohibit
25 Time gone by
26 Precious stone
27 Day of week
28 Cover
29 Period of time
30 Series of games
32 Snick and 35 Spare the
price of
36 Stirs into
activity
38 Guido' s low
note
39 Long, deep cut
40 S-shaped
molding
41 Falsifier
42 Barracuda
43 City in Nevada
44 Short j.;,,;;ket
45 Stitches
48 Anger
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Ice Hockey
11-18
Away

Sports Writers
Needed
Call 355-0174

Bridget White Named Coach of Year
1

M. Bridget White, the secondyear Kean College volleyball coach
whose team was in contention for
an ECAC playoff bid, is this year's
selection as New Jersey Athletic
Conference Volleyball Coach of
the Year, as voted upon by other
coaches within the conference.
White, who had to endure a 1021 record during her first season at
the Kean helm last fall, saw her
youthful, up-and-coming team turn
that record around to the tune of
25-10 finish this year. Included
among this season's highlights for
Kean were strong showings in both
the Catholic University and Rutgers-Newark Invitational Tournaments,
as well as the Hunter Invitational.
In particular, Kean won four of five
matches to come away with a
second-place finish in the Rutgers
Tournament.

White, the school's first-ever
full-time volleyball coach, is also
the first volleyball coach to receive Coach of the Year accolades
at Kean.
"I'm excited," said White, whose
team just pulled up short in reaching the ECAC Tournament, while
also going 3-1 in NJAC play. "It's
my second year here, so it's a great
honor. Recognition by your peers
always makes you feel good.
"I was surprised. I didn't expect
to get it. But we had a turnaround
year, and I hope we keep getting
better and better."
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., White
has also had eig!,t years of volleyball playing experience in both
collegiate and United States Volleyball Association competition.
In the spring, she serves. as Kean's
assistant softball coach.

W. Conn. Nips Cougars
The Western Connecticut football team handed the Kean College Cougars their seventh loss of
!he season, 13-7 this past Saturday
in DanburyCT. TheCougarsfinish
the season with a 2-4 record in
NJAC play and, 3-7 overall.
As the case has been al I season,
a combination of turnovers and
penalties cost the Cougars the game.
However, once again the Cougars
received another sol id performance from its defense. Sophomore
Mike Leonard led all Kean tacklers
with 13. Leonard had help from
teammate Robert Calavetta, who
recorded nine tackles on the day.

Calavetta would also pick off two
passes and recover a fumble.
However, freshman tailback

Rodney Bond snapped an 11-year
school record by rushing for 11 O
yards in 30 carries, giving him a
total of 737 yards for the year.
Bond's efforts enabled him to break
the old record of 659 yards set by
Gary Barns in 1978.
"It was a tough way to end the
season," said first-year head coach
Drew Gibbs. "We had some bad
breaks, but we did play well at
times. We have a lot to do to
prepare for next year."

Sports Writers
Needed
Call
355-0174
Ext. 2339

Bridget White

Men Booters Fall 2-1
For the third straight time, the
Kean College men's soccer team,
prior winners of the ECAC Div. 3
Metro N.Y.-N.J. Region championship, went down to a tough 2-1
defeat, this time to SU NY-Albany,
last Saturday, Nov. 11, at Williams College in Williamstown,
Mass. The loss occurred in the
semifinal round of the ECAC Tournament, thus leaving Kean with a
final record of 19-5 for the year.
After junior midfielder Jacques
Gonzales had given the Cougars a

Cowgo.r

So.sK.eibo.11

1-0 lead in the first half with his
sixth goal of the year, SUNY-Albany later won it on a pair of goals
from Lee Tschantret.
The Cougars
(
appeared to have taken a 2-0 lead
when Joe Kelly tallied some 10
minutes after Gonzales, but an

interference call nullified the goal.
Still, the 19 wins by the Cougars are a new team seasonal high,
as are the 24 games played. The "
old records had been set during
the 18-3-1 season of 1984, the
year Kean made its first and only
trip to the NCM's Div. 3 Final
Four.
1give these guys a lot of credit,"
said Kean coacb Tony Ochrimenko.
"We won the most games in the
(soccer} history of the college. And
I can't remember any team scoring
more goals. So these guys have a
lot to be proud of.
11

''To-have played this far and this
long is quite an achievement for
anyone. And we've got a lot of
heart. Hopefu fly, we' II get back to
the NCM Tournament next year,

which I think this team was deserving of. There should be some
good young players here next year."
For now, Ochrimenko cited all
six of his departing seniors -- Dan

Mellett, Larry Hart, Scott
Wustefeld, Greg Marchesi, Oscar
Viteri and Mike Barke -- for having "fine years." In particular,
Mellett, a returning First Team
member in All-Conference, AllRegion and All-State honors, finished third on the team in scoring,
with 12 goals and four assists for
28 points. And Barke and Hart,
both of whom had been hampered
by injuries a year ago, returned to
have strong seasons. Hart, out all
of last season with a back injury,
ended up sixth on the team in
scoring, with four goals, three assists
and 11 points.

Ten Receive all Conference Honors In '89
A total of 1 0 players on the
Kean College men's soccer team
have received Al I-Conference
honors in the New Jersey Athletic
Conference for 1989, as announced
last week by NJAC coaches.
For openers, junior midfielder
Greg Bajek, a returning All-American and this year's team leader in
scoring (10 goals, 15 assists and 3 5
points), was named Co-Player of
the Year in the NJAC, along with
Rob Chesney of Montclair State.
Goalie Eric Sylvester, midfielder
Larry Hart and forward Dan Mellett
were First-Team members. Tom

Acton plus Joe Kelly and John
Napoli were named to the NJAC's
Second Team, while junior
midfielder Theo Allotey was a ThirdTeam selection.
And finally, qualifying for
Honorable Mention status were
Jacques Gonzales and Greg Marm.

esi.

,/

''They're all deserving of this,
and they all worked hard for it, 11
'
said Kean coadi Tony Ochrimenko,
whose team finished with a 19-5
record and an ECAC Div. 3 Metro/ ·
From left to right: Larry Hart, Midfielder, First Team; Dan Mellet, Forward, First Team; Eric Sylvester,
N.Y.-N.J. Region championship this Goalie, First Team; Greg Bajek, Co-Player of the Year.
fall. ''We did well and I'm pleased."

